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SPARE PARTS
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SPARE PARTS

REPAIR, OVERHAUL
& UPGRADE

REPLACEMENT
GEARBOXES

Value for money
and a peace of mind
Genuine Moventas spare parts are of the highest quality and
represent true value for money. Reliable and durable service in all
conditions is assured and lifetime operating costs are minimized.

Lifetime confidence
Moventas gearboxes, spare parts and accessories are designed for uncompromising
reliability. We use only the highest quality
materials approved for use in wind turbines
and approved by the wind turbine OEMs.
Our state of the art production facilities
and advanced production and hardening
techniques ensure minimal wear and maximize the longevity of the internal parts, thus
reducing downtime due to failures.

Customer Service Support
Moventas employs dedicated Customer
Service Support teams at locations worldwide. Our spare parts specialists will ensure

you receive the correct parts solutions for
your turbine in the shortest time possible
to optimize the performance of your wind
turbines.
In co-operation with our logistics service
partners fast, efficient shipment of Moventas genuine spare parts locally or worldwide
is assured. The Moventas emergency service
hotline means a technical expert can be contacted on a 24/7 basis. Wherever problems
occur, we will seek to achieve the quickest
and most efficient solution to minimize
downtime and return your wind turbine back
to service as rapidly as possible.

Our aims are
1. To respond within 8 hours.
2. To have a technician on site to assess
and, if possible, to solve the problem
within 24 hours.
3. To have a major changeout team on
site with spare parts or a complete new
gearbox within 72 hours.

Lifetime costs and
value for money

The choice of spare parts and spare parts
suppliers is understandably influenced by
financial considerations. In this context
spare parts from the OEM are sometimes
perceived as the expensive option.

Add to these losses the additional cost of
new parts and service, and it becomes clear
that Moventas genuine, quality spare parts
represent the best value for money. Maximize your uptime, your revenue generation
and minimize your lifetime costs.

In terms of ensuring a turbine continues to
generate energy and revenue for the owner
a small amount saved on a cheaper part is
soon lost when the turbine is stopped due to
component failure. Lost generation can run
into hundreds if not thousands of euros per
day.

Guaranteed reliability
•
•

Genuine spare parts for all Moventas,
Metso and Valmet gearboxes.
Moventas manufactured and or approved accessories: couplings, coolers,
shrink discs, complete brake systems,
off-line filter systems, filter cartridges,
CMaS condition management system.

Moventas has over 30 years of experience
in development of expert wind turbine gear
technology. Moventas supplies the best in
class gear drive solutions for major wind
turbine manufacturers.

Moventas is one of the world’s leading gear
manufacturers. Moventas offers power
transmission solutions to, for example, wind
energy, pulp and paper as well as the mining
industry, and comprehensive services for the
overhaul, maintenance and remote management
of power transmission machinery. Globally
operating Moventas is part of the global
engineering group Clyde Blowers.
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